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Kirkham Weir Options Appraisal – Engagement Meeting 3 

20th April 2016 – 19:00 until 21:00. 

The Milton Rooms, Market Place, Malton, YO17 7LX 

 

 

Attendees: 

Simon Wilson SW 

Wilson Sherriff Ltd, Chair 

 

Claire Barrett-Mold CBM 

Environment Agency 

 

Matthew Woollin MW 

Environment Agency 

 

Michael Robinson MR 

Jacobs UK Ltd, Project Manager.  

 

Fiona Le Masurier FM 

Local resident 

 

Linda Cowling LC 

Observing for Ryedale Council 

 

Paul Thompson PT 

Huttons Ambo Anglers 

Karen Saunders KS 

Derwent Catchment Partnership 

 

Robin Graham RG 

Westow Parish Council 

 

David Hopwood DH 

Local boater and angler 

 

Mervyn Stone MS 

Riparian owner and Scrayingham Parish 

Council 

 

David Brotherton DB 

Riparian Landowners 

 

Rona Charles RC 

Huttons Ambo Parish Council 

 

 

 

 

The meeting began at 19:00 

Introduction 

 

Introductions were made and the purpose of the session was explained: to feed back the 

conclusions of the cross-disciplinary study (incorporating feedback from the previous 

sessions) undertaken by Jacobs on behalf of the Environment Agency and explain the 

suggested options for Kirkham weir and sluice.  

 

Notes of Last Meeting 

DB raised an amendment to a point made in the previous session about sedimentation 

possibly being caused by cattle and rented farms along the Derwent, having expressed the 

view that this is not the case. 
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Overview of engagement activities and the story to date 

MW told the group that the current consensus was that the Kirkham sluice-gates provide no 

function and will fall into disrepair without maintenance. The challenge then is to find an 

option to justify spending on this asset.  The Environment Agency had engaged Jacobs to 

explore options with input from the local community and interested stakeholders. 

 

MR explained the process and results of the study. The brief of the study was threefold: 

1. Deliver an options appraisal for the future of the sluice, with a number of broad 

options. Improving the status of the river was a secondary objective. 

2. Incorporate feedback and local engagement into the appraisal process. 

3. Present a shortlist of options to look at going forward.  

The study brought together specialists with a range of different perspectives and early on 

they identified ‘showstoppers’ that rendered a number of options unviable.  These were:  

 Minimum maintenance – Just puts off the issue as deterioration is inevitable. 

 Pure maintenance – Weir doesn’t degrade but no progress with secondary river 

restoration objective so would not attract budget.  

 Lower the Weir – Not so much dismissed, but absorbed into other options.  

 Asset transfer (non-hydropower options) – Best option identified as a hydro-

power scheme, with other options offering less benefits and no additional negative 

effects. 

 Maintain with improved vegetation management – Doesn’t solve the problem of 

what to do with the weir and doesn’t bring in investment.   
 

This left the following shortlist of remaining options, excluding “Do nothing” which would 

keep the situation as it is now but 20 to 30 years down the line could result in collapse and 

was examined as a worst-case scenario for comparison purposes. 

 Maintain + fish passage – installing baffles to facilitate fish passage.  The Kirkham 

weir is the main obstruction to fish passage on this length of the Derwent. 

 Lowering + fish passage – Rebuilding or lowering the current sluice, improving it 

and fish passage at the same time.   

 Removal – Removal of the sluice only, the weir only or both to alter the water level. 

 Asset transfer – A hydropower generation developer has a proposal that was being 

considered by the Environment Agency. 

The shortlist of options was discussed at an interdisciplinary workshop from a pure science 

view. The lower area of the catchment was identified as the more sensitive, but even there 

visual changes to the river would only be noticed by those close to it. The character of the 

river would be changed by removal or lowering but it could be tolerable; there would be 

different fish for the anglers, but boaters and canoeists might have their passage hampered 

by the change in water levels. However, none of the local landowners had approached 

Natural England to gain permission to allow boating so they were not seen as a priority 

compared to the obligations of maintaining a SSSI. 

The most sensitive area is below Huttons Ambo, where changes to the river would make an 

impact on the visual footprint of heritage sites and towards Kirkham where the banks of the 
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river come close to the railway line, residential properties. The close proximity to the railway 

line could be a potential showstopper, but could be mitigated by changing the water level 

gradually instead of all at once. 

The study concluded that the heritage assets of Kirkham Priory and Kirkham Bridge may not 

be adversely affected by the absence of the weir structure, but if the foundations are wooden 

lowering the water level could pose a risk to the future stability of the supported assets. 

The option of fish passage + maintenance was rejected as it would only benefit certain 

species of fish, and asset transfer was dismissed as handing over full maintenance 

responsibility to a third party would not guarantee the long term future of the structure. 

 

Suggested Way Forward 

The overall conclusion was that the most feasible and beneficial options would be improving 

the fish passage with a lowering of water levels to a level yet to be determined. However, it 

was agreed that removal of the sluice only was unacceptable as this would direct the river 

away from its natural channel and along the man-made sluice channel. 

Therefore, two options recommended to be looked at further are: 

 Installation of a Larinier fish pass and a partial lowering of the weir 

 Full removal of the weir.   

Both options would involve decommissioning the sluice and making into a suitable, safe 

barrier-like structure. 

No final decision on an option had been taken, and further studies would be needed, 

together with further engagement with residents and other stakeholders, before a final 

decision could be taken. 

 

Discussion:  

 

MS said that Jacobs seemed to be looking at lowering the river gradually, but if there was 

heavy rainfall the subsequent rise and fall of the river could cause damage to the banks. MR 

responded that with gradual reduction of the water level the ground should tolerate future 

short-term changes in the water level, though pre-reinforcement of areas already affected by 

the 2014 lowering would need to be considered. 

 

FM was concerned that repeated lowering and raising could lead to eventual degradation of 

the river banks and asked how quickly and how the water level might be dropped. MW 

replied that they were looking at least half a metre over 2-3 seasons. FM affirmed that she 

wished the proposals to be based on real studies of this particular river not just on theoretical 

models. MW confirmed that the EA is engaging in these meetings with the community to 

keep them informed before further work was undertaken.  

 

RG asked how the SSSI would be improved by lowering the river. MR replied that fish 

passage would be improved over the weir, increasing access across the catchment.  14km 
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of SSSI area currently affected by deeper water levels due to the impoundment effect from 

the obstruction of the river at Kirkham, but this would reduce in proportion to the level of drop 

at Kirkham.  Even approximately half a metre drop of water levels at Kirkham could remove 

the impoundment effect from approximately 8km of the River Derwent, allowing for a more 

diverse aquatic habitat. 

RG asked if the length of the fish pass mattered, and MW replied that the longer the pass 

the better.  RG asked if that meant that increasing the length of the fish pass would make 

lowering the weir unnecessary. MR said that the opportunity to achieve the wider 

impoundment reduction benefits should be explored but if the study into lowering the weir or 

removing the cap concluded that this would cause unacceptable damage, the EA may 

decide to just install the fish passage. Determining this was the purpose of the further 

investigation. 

MS expressed dissatisfaction at the current state of the fish passage maintenance and 

asked if there was any evidence that fish were being prevented passage, citing salmon, trout 

and lampreys found in the upper waters. MW explained that less vigorous species and 

coarse fish found travel through the current passage harder and that there was lower than 

expected biodiversity on this section of the river.  

DB asked what was going to be done about the damage caused in 2014 that hadn’t been 

repaired and what would be done to prevent damage in the future. MW suggested that the 

areas that were vulnerable to damage would be considered for reinforcement  beforehand. 

DB still expressed concern that if they lowered the river and it went wrong they’d have to find 

some way to raise it again.  

MW stated that the EA would be doing a thorough risk assessment and wouldn’t go forward 

with any plan they weren’t sure would be safe.  

DH raised concerns about the proximity of the Derwent to the railway line, in particular a 

bend of the railway that is on a steep embankment close to the waterline. MW responded 

that the EA was in contact with Network Rail over the issue.  

DH was sceptical that lowering the river by a significant amount wouldn’t adversely affect the 

town centre. MR replied that while any change would affect the town centre, after the initial 

lowering, further lowering would not make an additional difference. 

RC brought up the Yorkshire Water treatment plant near Huttons Ambo and suggested a 

lower water level could result in less dilution of the sewage and needed more looking into.  

RC then pointed out that there would be a need to anticipate some increased costs after the 

project was complete, such as controlling invasive plants like hogweed or Himalayan Balsam 

spreading into the new bare ground. There could also be a need of unanticipated works such 

as further reinforcement to banks if fallen trees pull sections into the river.  MW replied that 

though the EA would be liable for any unforeseen problems occurring soon after 

implementation they couldn’t accept indefinite liability for the river if the damage to the banks 

was caused by natural processes.  
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KS reiterated the need to plan out a budget for possible compensation if people were 

affected, but that the weir was currently damaging the SSSI so the type of change being 

considered would be broadly welcome by the catchment partnership. 

MS was concerned by what he viewed as a lack of budget, and that the EA was handing the 

responsibility for management of the river to landowners with lengths of riverbank on their 

property. With more landowners expected to employ their own staff to clear the banks of 

detritus and invasive species he suggested the need for a significant budget should be put in 

place for five years after changes to the weir to cover damage to and maintenance of the 

banks. MS said he did not have a lot of confidence that the EA would make provision for all 

the consequences of the possible changes. RC suggested that rather than clearing away 

fallen trees, or material from vulnerable ones that have been coppiced pre-emptively, it might 

sometimes be better to pin it into the banks as protection. This was agreed by EA staff. 

 

Next Steps and Actions 

MW said the EA did not want to abandon the structures and were looking to develop the two 

options they had settled upon as most feasible. Areas that needed more study were ground 

stability, how the river would react when lowered and where compensation might need to be 

offered. No decision had yet been made, but the EA was looking to start work in 2017.  

CBM reiterated that the EA and Jacobs were keen to continue involving community 

engagement in the process and would be working with the community to reach a decision 

around April 2017. CBM also asked how attendees would want to be engaged going 

forward. 

FM was concerned about the 2017 date due to the amount of investigation still to be done.  

She wanted the community to be informed of the results of investigations as they came in. 

 

RS affirmed that the group should keep meeting as they could offer insights the EA might 

miss. He inquired about the asset transfer hydro-power scheme and MS said he had talked 

to one of the technical staff involved who had said Kirkham was no longer a priority as the 

profitability of the scheme was in doubt. 

RC said the community had valued being involved and being invited to look at the river in a 

different light, but she suggested that more representatives of ordinary residents as well as 

riparian landowners also be invited into the discussion.  

 

MR asked if the group would want frequent updates or to only meet once enough progress 

had been made and it was agreed that it wasn’t worth meeting regularly if there was no new 

information. FM suggested that new information be emailed at regular intervals and to have 

engagement meetings once it had all been collected to discuss the way forward. MS 

suggested a newsletter. 

DT asked for conformation no work would be done on the weir until 2017 and MW confirmed 

it, but said that studies of the area would occur before then.  

 

RG asked for a list of stakeholder groups that were involved. 
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MS asked if the results of the EU referendum could affect the budget for the Weir and CBM 

said that in principle that might be the case. 

  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the Chair thanked all those present for attending and restated that the 

purpose of these meetings was to gather community input to help assess possible options 

for Kirkham Weir.  The contributions to date had been most valuable and he hoped that they 

would continue.   

 

 

The meeting ended at 21:00 

  

 

Addendum – Clarification on the rights of boaters and canoeists 

MR explained as the River Derwent in this location is designated as a SSSI and SAC, 

consent is required from Natural England to undertake activities that may damage the River 

Derwent SSSI; this includes boating and canoeing. It is the responsibility of the landowner to 

obtain this consent to support any permission to allow use by a boater or canoeist. As no 

such consent currently exists, Jacob’s have attributed less weight to the use of the river in 

this way in their assessment of the options.   


